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Scotland. Where fantasy, mystery, and folklore ABOUND. 
A place of untold stories and forgotten paths. 
A place where legends run awry. 
Whisperings of abnormal enchantments and vicious cat siths grip the scenic town 
of Ft. William. Ben Nevis, the great mountain and guardian of the land, is sickened 
with a dark power that gets blacker by the day. The Mystics must gain control of 
the growing threats in the area before the Norms find out. Yet somehow Monte 
and his friends manage to conjure their own set of conundrums. During a time 
when Mystics are supposed to be invisible, they do just the opposite.

Witty, awkward, and lovable, Monte Witty, awkward, and lovable, Monte 
is finally of age in the Mystic world. is finally of age in the Mystic world. 
Then his family moves to Scotland Then his family moves to Scotland 
where unrest runs high and danger where unrest runs high and danger 
lurks around every corner. And oh lurks around every corner. And oh 
yeah, the use of magic is forbidden, yeah, the use of magic is forbidden, 
a perfect recipe for teenage boredom. a perfect recipe for teenage boredom. 
But that doesn’t stop him from finding But that doesn’t stop him from finding 
adventure and getting into a little adventure and getting into a little 
(or a lot) of trouble along the way.(or a lot) of trouble along the way.

Sturdy, athletic, and intelligent,  Sturdy, athletic, and intelligent,  
Garrick has as much might as Monte Garrick has as much might as Monte 
has courage. Best friend and older has courage. Best friend and older 
brother to Monte, he is a good brother to Monte, he is a good 
companion if not a little uptight. companion if not a little uptight. 
He’s not sure what to think of He’s not sure what to think of 
Scotland. The enchanting country Scotland. The enchanting country 
has a lot to offer, but will it be has a lot to offer, but will it be 
too much for him?too much for him?

GARRICK’S PLAYLIST

Smart, mysterious, and painfully Smart, mysterious, and painfully 
quiet, Cameron keeps everyone quiet, Cameron keeps everyone 
guessing. It’s quite possible she guessing. It’s quite possible she 
holds the information that the  holds the information that the  
others are seeking but it’s all about others are seeking but it’s all about 
keeping her around long enough to keeping her around long enough to 
get the answers.get the answers.

FAIRYBALL SHORTBREAD

Curious and hungry for adventure, Curious and hungry for adventure, 
Finn is a bit of a troublemaker. TheFinn is a bit of a troublemaker. The
 ultimate sidekick, he is a loyal friend  ultimate sidekick, he is a loyal friend 
and will stick with you even when and will stick with you even when 
things get dire. He’s always up for things get dire. He’s always up for 
some fun and still manages to get some fun and still manages to get 
into plenty of mischief despiteinto plenty of mischief despite
 his Nanny’s watchful eye and  his Nanny’s watchful eye and 
her rather extreme opinions.her rather extreme opinions.
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““Mystic InvisibleMystic Invisible is a fine young adult fantasy,  is a fine young adult fantasy, 
tautly written with excellent mystery and magic tautly written with excellent mystery and magic 
as well as characters who are warm, deep, and as well as characters who are warm, deep, and 
full of intrigue. This grand debut establishes full of intrigue. This grand debut establishes 
Ryder Hunte Clancy as an author to watch. ”Ryder Hunte Clancy as an author to watch. ”

— MICHAEL DARLING
Bestselling Author  Bestselling Author  

“With flavors of modern folklore and old-“With flavors of modern folklore and old-
world chivalry, world chivalry, Mystic InvisibleMystic Invisible is a riotously-  is a riotously- 
paced adventure with a hip edge . . . Highly  paced adventure with a hip edge . . . Highly  
recommend to any teen wanting a taste of mag-recommend to any teen wanting a taste of mag-
ic, heroism, and electrifying action sequences.”ic, heroism, and electrifying action sequences.”

— McKelle George
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